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Does this sound like you.......

WELCOME TO THE PICTCH
PERFECT COURSE 2020!
the one-stop course to learn how to connect

with the brands you really want to work with,
and get results!

d o n ' t  k n ow  h ow  t o  a p p r o a c h  b r a n d s  w i t h
c o n f i d e n c e ?

R e a c h i n g  o u t  w i t h o u t  h e a r i n g  a n y t h i n g
b a c k ?

No t  g e t t i n g  t h e  r e s u l t s  o r  c o l l a b s  y o u r
r e a l l y  wa n t ?

D o n ' t  k n ow  wh e r e  t o  f i n d  t h e  i n f l u e n c e r
c o n t a c t  d e t a i l s  o f  y o u r  f a v o u r i t e  b r a n d s ?

in this course, you will learn:
h ow  t o  a p p r o a c h  b r a n d s  i n  a  wa y  t h a t  g e t s
y o u  r e s u l t s  a n d  c o l l a b s  t h a t  y o u  r e a l l y
w a n t !

1 0+  c o p y  &  P a s t e  t e m p l a t e s  f o r  DM s  a n d
Em a i l s
h o w  b r a n d s  f i n d  i n f l u e n c e r s
t h e  d o s  a n d  d o n ' t  o f  p i t c h i n g  t o  b r a n d s
a  s t e p - b y - s t e p  g u i d e  t o  c r e a t i n g  a  me d i a
k i t  t h a t  w i l l  g e t  y o u  n o t i c e d !

i n f l u e n c e r  c o n t a c t  d e t a i l s  o f  a  r a n g e  o f
b r a n d s  a c r o s s  d i f f e r e n t  n i c h e s !

+ MORE!!



FINDING, SECURING AND ACING

brand collabs!
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One thing that we haven't yet discussed, but I am absolutely sure as an aspiring

influencer you are dying to know, is how to find secure, and ace those all important

brand collabs and brand deals! Before we get into all that though, let's just have a

little look at the different terminologies for different ways of working with brands -

and what they all mean.

Gifting: Receiving a free product or service from a brand in return for promotion on

your page

Sponsored Content: Can be made by the brand or outsourced, but posted on your

page 

Partnership: Where a piece of content is created together, by both the brand, and

the influencer. This is usually paid. 

Social Media Mentions: when you mention a brand on your page

Influencer Takeover: Where an influencer takes over a brand's social media account

- this is typically conducted through stories and lives, but can also be content based

Affiliate: When an influencer is given a code for their followers to use, and receives a

percentage of the sale, or free product, for everything sale made using their code

Discount Code: An influencer is given a discount code for themselves and their

followers

Brand Ambassadors: Influencers promote the brand and their products on their page,

usually in return for promotion and being featured on the brand page

Now we know the difference in the different types of brand deals you can score, let's

go on to looking at where you can find them and how to secure them yourself!



THROUGH BRAND
new eyes!
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Coming from a Marketing background myself, I believe that it is not only interesting,

but in fact rather vital, to know exactly how companies strategise their influencer

marketing campaigns. This is good to know because, if you can look through the eyes

of the brand, you can make yourself a far more appealing prospect by providing

exactly what it is that they want! So without further adieu..... lets get into the process

a brand will go through when planning their influencer campaign! 

how brands create influencer campaigns

The first thing a brand will do when starting an influencer campaign, is check set their

goals. 'Goals' are the metric set up in order to track the success of a particular

marketing campaign, and will also affect what kind of influencer they may opt for

choosing. Examples of influencer campaign goals could be; 

 Set Goals1.

Brand awareness: the amount of people who are aware of the brand)

Traffic: The amount of people clicking through to their site

Leads: The amount of people completing an action on their site, such as signing up to

an email list, asking for a price quote, etc.

Sales: The amount of people buying their product or service

Engagement: The amount of liking, following, and sharing their content on social

media

Audience Building: Building their audience

Customer Loyalty: encouraging sales from previous customers

Link Building: gathering backlinks from external sources to improve their SEO (search

engine optimisation) metrics



2. Choose Type of Campaign
Influencer marketing campaigns will typically focus on generating content

through; inspiring influencers to post, hiring influencers to post, or a mix of both.

Let's break down exactly what is meant by this;

Inspire: Inspiring ideal influencers to share your content or promote your

brand messages on their own, usually referred to if the influencers are

already 'fans' of the company.

Hire: Paying influencers to promote your brand and messages

Both: Using a mix of both of these tactic to find paid influencers who are

also genuinely interested in your brand

Once a company has decided on which of these tactics to use, they will then

move on to finalising what way they are going to work with their selected

influencers. Refer to two pages back, when we talked about the different types

of influencer campaigns a company may choose to use. They may use one, or

several of these tactics when establishing their campaign.

3. Identify and Refine Audience
Most brands will have an idea of who their perfect customer is. They may even

have a 'buyer persona' already mocked up. Before a business can choose

which influencers to use, they must first know who they are targeting, and ensure

that the influencer in question's audience matches up with their own. 

4. Finding the influencers
Once the brand has a good idea of the audience they want to reach, the goals

of their influencer campaign, and how they would like to work with their

influencers - they will then go about finding them. There are several ways

businesses can look for influencers, in the next section we are going to talk

about these. 



how businesses find influencers

It may sound obvious, but many brands do still just simply use instagram to find

their ideal influencers! When using the app as a tool to find influencers, they

may either reach out to you, or reply to you when you have reached out to

them. We will talk a little bit more about reaching out to brands in just a little

bit, for now lets have a little look at some other ways brands find influencers.

Instagram

Agencies

Influencer Platforms
Brands may also have a look at different influencer platforms, such as;

Upfluence, Social Bakers, Post for Rent, awin and Fame bit, and well as our

holler database. Have a quick google of these different platforms and see how

putting yourself out there on any of these could enhance your visibility to

brands!

Many companies will go directly to agencies, such as holler influencers to

manage their campaigns for them. When you are represented by an agency, the

agency will use the stats and information that you have provided them with, and

match them to appropriate brand campaigns. at holler we provide two ways of

managing brand campaigns - call outs (posts on our forums and via emails to

potential influencers), available through all memberships, and active matching -

matching influencers on our standard and full memberships to campaigns (we do

the work for you!). By signing up to our full management, we also actively search

for the perfect campaigns for you by reaching out to brands, and matching

brands who have selected us to manage their campaigns, to you! Check out out

membership pages on our website www.hollerinfluencers.com to check out our

different subscription models! Top tip: if you' have a contract with us be sure to

put 'managed by @hollerinfluencers' in your bio - being under management

shows a company that you are a serious influencer and can be trusted!



Alexa Audience overlap Tool

Emails and press releases

Alexa's Audience Overlap Tool is a platform many brands and companies use

to find bloggers. Through this tool, they can search for websites (blogs) that

share a similar audience to their own, and websites/blogs who have referred

to (or back-linked) either them or their competitors on their website. This is not

instagram related, but as many instagram influencers also have blogs, it can

end up as a 2-in-1 deal for brands who want both backlinks and social

exposure. 

A brand may use a emails as a way of finding influencers too. Just like

instagram, this can work both ways - either they could search through potential

influencers that have reached out via email (more info on how to do this in just

a bit), or they can send an email around as a call out. They may do this via

external sites such as sourcewire, a platform that will send a mass email out to

their database, narrowed down by the type of people they may want to see it

(for example, press such as newspapers or websites that could help get the

word out, and marketing, modelling, and influencer agencies, such as our own) -

this is known as sending a a 'Press Release'.

All brands will also have their own email system and database of customer

data. Thy may sort through this data, and send out an email to previous

customers or those who have responded to a lead, to those who match their

requirements. They may also create an individual email lead prompt on their

website that will collect an appropriate database.

Social media posts and ads
One final way a brand may find social media influencers, is simply by reaching

our via their own social platforms. You may see this in the form of an organic

social media post, or sponsored (paid ad) social media post or story (keep an

eye out for these and sign up if their call out matches you!).



how to reach out to businesses

via DM

There are two main ways that you can reach out directly to your favourite

brands, for the best chance of landing a collabs I would suggest trying both, as

previously discussed, brands find influencers in many different ways - so may as

well give both a go! These two ways are: via DM (direct message on a social

media app such as instagram), or via email. Next we will talk about the

differences to remember when reaching out via each, and we will now provide

10 different templates you can adapt and use to send to brands that YOU want

to work with!

The first way to connect with a brand is via direct messaging a brand. When

direct messaging through a social media platform like Instagram, it's okay to

be a little bit informal. Keep it short and sweet if you can. Social media

managers get a lot of DM's, so the quicker you can get your point across the

better! Below are a few templates you can use when reaching out to a brand

via DM:

"Hey [brand], my name is [name] and I am a social media influencer with

[enter number] followers. I just wanted to reach out and say that I love

your brand, and would be honoured to represent it! Let me know if you're

planning on working with influencers any time soon!"

"Hi [brand] - just wanted to drop in and say that I would love the

opportunity to represent your brand on my profile! My current

following is [enter number], and I specialise in the niche's [enter

niches]! looking forward to hearing from you!"

Hey - so good to connect with you, I LOVE what you've been doing with

your brand! I feel like we share the same values and audience

demographics, so I would love to take this opportunity to reach out and

suggest a mutual collaboration! If this is something your brand would be

interested in shoot me a message back, I would love to se how we can

work together!



"Hey [brand], I've been a supporter of your brand for a really long

time, I especially love the [insert product name] - I think it's such a

great idea [or other more relevant compliment] I'm just writing to

say that I would love to extend this passion I have for your brand,

with a collaboration that suits us both. I know I'd be able to make

some awesome content for you! Let me know if this is something

you'd be open to

Dear [brand] I've seen your recent work with influencers such as

[enter recent influencers who have collabed with brand] and I think I

could make some great content for you too! If you'd be interested in

working together let me know - I'd love to shoot your stuff!

Hey [brand], I'd just like to congratulate you on the release of [insert

their newest product release], it looks super [compliment] and I can

see how your fans will love it! I'm a [niche] blogger and influencer,

and I just know that my audience would adore it too! Let me know if

you're open for a collaboration, as I would love to let my followers

know all about this awesome new product!

notice how in these examples, by inserting information about the brand or why you love them,

and being specific - it shows your dedication, passion and knowledge of the brand - this is a big

plus for brands!

Notice how these are short and sweet, and use informal, friendly language! You want

the brands to know that you have a good attitude and are easy to communicate with.

If they reply make sure that you respond in a timely fashion and don't leave them

waiting! Mix up these templates to make them sound a little more like you!

I know it's a little corny, but I just wanted to slide in and tell you just how

much I'm loving the new [enter new product that you've tried] I'd really love

to try some of your other products too - I have a high engaging [niche]

audience, who I know would adore your products too! Let me know if you're

open to working with influencers - as I would love to help spread the word!



Dear [brand name] team,

My name is [your name], and I'm writing to you about the possibility of

representing your brand for future promotions as a social media influencer! I think I

would be a brilliant advocate your your brand, due to my current passion for your

products, and the similarities we have in our audiences! 

I currently have made content for [enter number] of brands in the past, including

[brand names you've worked with]

To have a look at some of my previous work, please take a look at my instagram

profile: [link to your profile].

Below I have also included a list of insights about my page:

[insert number of followers, demographics (age, gender, location) found in your

'audience' insights, engagement rates, and average likes] (alternatively you can

attach your media kit.... more about that in a bit!)

I can't wait to hear back from you, and am so excited about the prospect of

working with you!

Kind Regards,

[your name]

[your email]

via Email 
When sending an email to a brand, you are going to want to use far more

formal language. When pitching yourself via email to a brand, it's also okay to

send a longer message - with more information about your account, who you

are and your stats - you may also want to tell them who you've worked with

before, or send examples of your previous work.  Here's a few fill in the blank

examples of emails you could send:



Dear [Brand Name]

I am writing to let you know just how much I enjoyed your [latest release or

products you have used]. My name is [name], and I am a [niche]

influencer/blogger with a high engaging following of [following] on Instagram!

I know my audience well, and I know that they'd love to know more about you and

your products too! I have worked with similar brands to you before, such as [insert

other brands you've worked with], and have helped them by creating awesome

content that worked well with their feed, and telling my audience all about their

products!

I believe due to my past experience with similar brands, and genuine passion for

your products and brand - that a collaboration between the two of us could work

really well!

If you are open to a collaboration with me, please do not hesitate to email me

back.

To show a more rounded image of myself and what I do - I have included a copy of

my media kit for your to browse! This includes all of my important stats and contact

details.

I look forward to the opportunity of us working together.

Best Wishes, and I hope to hear from you soon.

Kind Regards,

[Your Name]

[Your Contact Details]



Dear [brand],

I would love to take this opportunity to introduce myself, and to let you know why I

think I would be the perfect addition to your influencer team!

My name is [Name] and I am a [Niche] influencer - with an audience consisting of

[follower size and audience demographics]. I know from having great knowledge

on and passion for your brand, that our audiences are very similar - and I am

confident my followers will just just as interested in your brand as I am!

I would love to be able to extend this passion, and create some awesome content

for you and your brand!

I have attached my media kit so that you can learn a little bit more about me and

my platform, and why I think we would work well together!

If this sounds like a good opportunity to you too then please do not hesitate tosend

me an email back!

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind Regards

[Name]

[Contact Details]



Hey [brand],

I've been following you for a while, and I'm a grat advocate of your products! My

favourite is the [insert product name]. I'd love to shate my enthusiasm and passion

for you brand with my followers, as I know they will love your products too!

If you are currently working with influencers, I'd be overwhelmed if given the

opportunity to get involved! 

Let me introduce myself, my name is [name], and I am a [niche]

[influencer/blogger] from [location] - I have been on my influencer journey for

[period of time] now, and I have worked with brands such as [brands worked with]

- making profitable and sharable content that gets noticed!

I believe our audiences correlate massively in a positive way, my followers are

[insert follower demographics]. This is why I think a collaboration between us both

would be a great fit!

I have attached my media kit so that you can get to know me a bit more - and

understand why I think it would be great to work together!

I look forward to hearing from you - and would love to be placed in a

collaboration position, or on your PR list, if you are currently holding one!

BEst Wishes,

[Name]

[Contact Details]



So what is a media kit? A media kit is a document, usually in PDF form, that you can

attach to your emails when contacting brands. These PDF file's will be hyper visual,

spread out, and easy to read - and will include all of your important stats, facts, and

general information a brand may want to know before taking you on for a collab.

Media kits are super popular with brands, as it means they can find out all about you

in a quick, easy to read and visual way. Some things you may include in your media kit

could be; an 'about me' (bio) section, hey stats such as; follower count, engagement

rate, average likes and comments; your top performing posts; your demographics

(age, gender, location), your audience's demographics, your niches, dress size (if

contacting clothing companies), upload schedule; and more! There are no direct

rules for media kits, it is up to you to decide which stats and facts are most important

and relevant to you and the brands you want to work with! A media kit is essentially

like an 'instagram CV' - and just like your regular CV, don't be scared to tweak and

adapt your media kits fro different brands and what they're most likely going to want

to know about you! 

the making of a 'media kit'....
I'm really not sure whether Netflix fans will appreciate the play on words in the title of

this section or not.... but either way, let's get on with it!

What is a media kit?

building your media kit
With holler, we offer your three different ways of

building your media kit - with a basic account, you

will get access to a 'how-to' guide to make your

own, with a standard or full membership, we will

ask you for your info, and create a completely

personalised kit for you (that even suits your

account/niche visually!). If you don't have a

membership, you can still purchase a personalised

media kit for £5 in our store! Check out the next

page for some examples of media kits we have

made!



a few examples of media
kits we have made...



a few examples of media
kits we have made...



a few examples of media
kits we have made...



WANT US TO MAKE
your personalised media kit?
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CLICK HERE TO GET YOURS!

we make them for only £5  - completely to your design
needs and personal stats. We will revise them until

you're happy with the results!

£5
only

https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/product-page/custom-made-media-kit
https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/product-page/custom-made-media-kit


what brands look for in an influencer

we talked to some of our connections in the brand and
business world, and asked them what they considered
to be the most important things to note when hiring
influencers.... here's what they said!

"To us, follower count is less important than genuine

interest in our brand. What we generally look for in

influencers, is someone who is very active on the

platform, and somebody who produces high quality

and well thought out photos. We are less likely to look

at people who only take mirror selfies, and more likely

to look at someone who's a bit more inventive with

their surroundings! We use influencer generated

content on our own page so it has to fit in with what we

post and the look and feel of our page and brand!"

from the horse's mouth...

 - LEAF London, Swimwear

"Trustworthiness and a light sense of humour. If they look like they work with

our direct competitors thats a massive red flag as their attention and

loyalty will be split. Anything that signals non-genuine behaviour is a big no.

If we can see great loyalty and engagement on their other promotional

posts, then we can imagine building a long-term profitable relationship

with them too."

-Nordic Botanics, CBD Oil



"We look for people who even if they're getting paid by us,

recognise that a partnership with us can be good for their

brand - not just a payday. Due to being quite a niche

brand, we would look for influencers with personality. We

want to see people who are actual creators, and have

more too offer than just the way they look - for example,

they might be comedians, musicians, thought leaders etc...

Our biggest turn off when it comes to influences, is if

they've ever pushed anything to do with Multi-Level

Marketing (MLMs) such as; Herbalife, NuSkin etc. That's an

instant no from us. Other turn offs are if they over edit their

photos, or promote things such as 'Boombod', or any other

product that could damage mental or physical health"

-Snoozle, Content Creation App

"First of all, I would look to see whether they are interested

in promoting your product, I would look at how often they

post, and what kind of things they post. I would also look at

whether or not they actively engage with their followers or

not. That's the kind of thing that's important for me,

engagement is key! Last of all, I would look at what they

wanted in return for a collaborations (free products,

discount codes, etc.) As a small company I can't offer too

much right now, so if they ask for more than you can give

that's a bad sign. Finally, a simple one, but a good attitude

and a genuinely nice person is also something I'd look for

in an influencer!

-Discount Designer Scents, Fragrance



EMAIL LIST
emails of your favourite brands
And now it comes to exactly how you are going to reach your favourite brands! As

previously discussed, you can reach these brands through email or direct message

on Instagram. Over the next few pages we've compiled some email addresses that

influencers can use to contact some of the best known brands. Please note this is not

our full email or DM list - these databases are much larger, and include over 100+

emails, including niche and smaller brands, as well as addresses for direct influencer

managers within companies. This is just a bitesized version to start you off!

blogger@femmeluxe.co.uk

ambassadors@soapandglory.com

uk.pressoffice@thebodyshop.com

PressAdmin@NewLook.com

press.office@newlook.com

hello@funcases.com

blogger@femmeluxe.co.uk

uk.pressoffice@thebodyshop.com

influencers@primark.co.uk

InfluencersandPartnerships@Topshop.com

influencers@silkybae.com

collab@heypretty.co.uk

pr@fashionnova.com

hey@estrid.com

ambassadors@topshop.com



DM LIST
of  brands that work with

influencers of all sizes

outreach@isawitfirst.com

ambassadors@leafldn.com

hello@na-kd.com

Help@na-kd.com

hello@skinwoof.com

Squad@ego.com

@cocalocksofficial

@cultcollectionltd

@hxmefitness

@kerotinhaircare

@leaf.london

@sunkisseduk

@skinnycoffeeclub

@cbii_cbd

@cbd.products.420.official

@gluteboost

@funcasesuk



WANT THE FULL LIST
of contact details for 100s of

different brands??

Our full DM and Email databases are much larger, and include 100s emails,

including niche and smaller brands, as well as addresses for direct influencer and

social media managers within companies. 

DOWNLOAD THE FULL DM LIST

DOWNLOAD THE FULL EMAIL LIST

click on the buttons below to...

https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/dm-and-email-lists
https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/dm-and-email-lists
https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/dm-and-email-lists
https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/dm-and-email-lists


What if one £7 book could change

the way you work and grow on

instagram forever?

'ultimate influencer'
our new £7 e-book that will change the way you influence

now only:

£7

https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/ultimate-influencer


What's in the book?
Creating the perfect profile
Your Instagram Niche
Understanding the Algorithm
Getting on the Explore Page
How to Create Killer Content
Brands Will LOVE
Creating Killer Captions
Using Hashtags Effectively
Understanding IGTV
Shine with Stories
When to Post
Growing your Following
Growing your Engagement
Growing your Reach
Tracking your Growth

Understanding your Insights
Finding, Securing and Acing Brand
Collabs
How Brands Create Influencer
Campaigns
How Businesses Find Influencers
How to Reach Out to Businesses
The Making of a Media Kit
What Brands Look for in an
Influencer
All about Action Ban
Shadow Banned?
Must Have Apps for ALL Influencers
Understanding Combin
FAQ

plus 6 incredible bonuses:

days of content
ideas

printable goals
tracker

ultimate hashtag
guide

'insta-hacks for
organic growth'
bonus guide

printable content
calendar

making of a media
kit guide

GET YOUR COPY NOW

https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/ultimate-influencer
https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/ultimate-influencer


Who am I?
Before you invest in the course, let me tell you a little bit more about
myself - and why I am qualified to teach you these amazing growth
tactics! Hey, I'm  Instagram, Influencer and social media expert Abigail
Frances.

For years I've been working with brands and influencers to grow their
accounts and presence online - and now I want to give this knowledge
away for you to KEEP! 

Over my time studying Social Media Marketing, I've gained:
A 1st Class Degree in BA (Hons) Marketing
A Distinction Grade Masters in MA Media Communications
Three Professional Qualifications from the Chartered Institute of
Marketing (CIM) in; Marketing, Principles of Marketing, and, Customer
Communications
Two Additional Diplomas in; SEO and Social Media Marketing

 It's fair at this point to say... my career really has become my passion! I 

GET YOUR COPY NOW

https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/ultimate-influencer
https://www.hollerinfluencers.com/ultimate-influencer

